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DTJH=OTÿ?>F>JKLÿ?S><=LKDEHG?ÿN>DKEL>NÿP>LHU@
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KJ>ÿ<KSKPL>ÿHIÿ>GDJKEGR>GDÿUEDTEGÿPHDTÿDT>ÿFH<KLÿKGNÿRHDHJÿ?Q?D>R?XÿEDÿE?ÿSH??EPL>ÿDTKDÿRKD<TEGOÿHG>ÿ?Q?D>Rj?ÿ
H=DS=DÿDHÿDTKDÿHIÿKGHDT>JÿDTJH=OTÿ?>LIWO>G>JKD>Nÿ<=>?ÿKLLHU?ÿIHJÿOJ>KD>Jÿ?DKPELEDQ@ÿkGDJKEGR>GDÿHIÿHG>ÿ?Q?D>RÿDHÿ
KGHDT>JÿUEDTEGÿDT>ÿ?KR>ÿPHNQÿRKQÿJ>N=<>ÿKDD>GDEHGKLÿLHKNÿKGNÿIK<ELEDKD>ÿRHDHJÿ?QG<TJHGEYKDEHG@ÿiNNEDEF>LQÿ<HRW
PEGEGOÿRHDHJÿH=DS=DÿIJHRÿDUHÿ>C><DHJ?ÿUEDTEGÿHG>ÿEGNEFEN=KLÿRKQÿJ>N=<>ÿFKJEKPELEDQÿEGÿKÿ<>GDJKLÿDEREGOÿSJH<>??ÿ
DTKDÿJ>?=LD?ÿEGÿLHU>JÿRHF>R>GDÿFKJEKnoPELEDQ@ÿlHJÿEG?DKG<>XÿKÿPERKG=KLÿKNFKGDKO>ÿRKm>?ÿDKSSEGOÿUEDTÿDUHÿTKGN?ÿL>??ÿ
FKJEKPL>ÿDTKGÿDKSSEGOÿUEDTÿHGLQÿHG>@
iÿ?ERELKJÿR><TKGE?RÿRKQÿP>ÿKDÿSLKQÿUT>GÿKÿRHDHJÿ>C><DHJÿRKD<T>?ÿKÿFH<KLÿ>C><DHJ@ÿpmELL?ÿEGÿRHDHJÿ?QG<TJHW
GEYKDEHGÿKGNÿ?nEGnOEGOÿKJ>ÿ?DJHGOLQÿLEGm>NXÿK?ÿDT>ÿG>=JHGKLÿG>DUHJm?ÿDTKDÿ?=SSHJDÿ?>G?HJERHDHJÿDJKG?LKDEHGÿEGÿPHDTÿ
SKJDLQÿHF>JLKS @ÿiLEOGEGOÿ?S>><TÿDHÿRHF>R>GDÿ>GTKG<>?ÿF>JPKLÿSJH<>??EGOÿKGNÿIK<ELEDKD>?ÿD>RSHJKLÿSJ>NE<DEHG?Xÿ
K?ÿEGIHJRKDEHGÿKDÿ>MS><D>NÿDER>?ÿE?ÿSJH<>??>NÿRHJ>ÿ>q<E>GDLQnr@ÿl=JDT>JRHJ>Xÿ<HG<=JJ>GDÿJTQDTRE<ÿFH<KLEYKDEHG?ÿ
<KGÿJ>N=<>ÿFKJEKPELEDQÿHIÿUTHL>WPHNQÿRHF>R>GDXÿUTE<nsTÿ?=OO>?D?ÿDTKDÿRHFEGOÿKGNÿFH<KLEYEGOÿK?ÿKÿ<HHJNEGKDEF>ÿ
?DJ=<D=J>ÿ<K=?>?ÿR=D=KLÿ?DKPELEYKDEHGÿP>DU>>Gÿ?Q?D>R?@ÿi?ÿ?>>GÿDTJH=OTÿDT>ÿL>G?ÿHIÿKGÿEGD>JGKLÿRHN>LXÿI>>NIHJW
UKJNÿ<HGDJHLÿN=JEGOÿ?EGOEGOÿRK?m?ÿK=NEDHJQÿI>>NPK<mÿKGNÿKLLHU?ÿ?EGO>J?ÿDHÿ<HGDEG=H=?LQÿSTHGKD>ÿUEDTH=DÿSJHW
<>??EGOÿ>K<TÿGHD>ÿP>IHJ>ÿ<HGDEG=EGO@ÿtQÿ<KG<>LEGOÿH=DÿJ>KC>J>GDÿ?EOGKL?ÿDHÿDT>ÿK=NEDHJQÿ<HJD>MXÿ?EGOEGOÿRKQÿJ>N=<>ÿ
J>LEKG<>ÿHGÿJ>KLWDER>ÿK=NEDHJnQuÿI>>NPK<mÿDTKDÿE?ÿG><>??KJQÿUEDTÿ>MD>JGKLÿ<=>?XÿDT>J>PQÿEG<J>K?EGOÿSJ>NE<DKPELEDQÿKGNÿ
N><J>K?EGOÿRHDHJÿFKJEKPELEDQ @
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